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Introducing the FATA Investment Strategy
LWA.M. Launched Membership Program, Positive Reviews from Investing Course

INDICATE PERFORMANCE FROM FATA QUANTITATIVE SCORE

FATA (Fundamental Technical Analysis) is the core concept of investment strategy adopted by LW Asset
Management Advisors Limited (Hereinafter referred to as LWA.M.) It has successfully obtained a registered
trademark from the Hong Kong Intellectual Property Department earlier. Our fund managers, Andy Wong (Andy) and
Henry Ling (Henry) often share in their own programs and the latest electric vehicles investing course on how to use
FATA quantitative scores to analyze the long-term value of enterprises.
Taking Tesla (TSLA) and NIO (NIO) under the theme of LWA.M. current holding electric vehicles enterprises as scoring
examples, both companies gained high scores for growth and quality in the quality and growth sector indicate that
they have achieved outstanding performance. The fund managers have been optimistic about Tesla (TSLA) at
US$200 as early as March 2016 and remain optimistic when it reached US$700-1400. The
closing price last Friday was US$2213. Besides, the FATA score of NIO was first published in the sharing investing
course, and it has risen by about 36% in the two trading days after the publication. We provide practical examples to
demonstrate how fund managers adopt FATA as their investment strategy concept, and explore enterprises that can
deliver values regardless which investment instruments to use.
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Attention to the risks before investing
Disclaimer: The fund managers and the AUM hold relevant assets

(Relevant information and data as of August 28, 2020)

This material has not been reviewed by the SFC of HK, Asset Management Association of China, or any relevant legal regulatory authorities.
Please see Terms of Use and Disclaimer for further information: http://www.lwamgt.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Terms-of-Use-and-Disclaimer.pdf

MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM OFFICIALLY LAUNCHED

LWA.M. has officially launched the membership program. The program is offering a free
basic membership, which aims to provide more exclusive information for members. We
will hold exclusive activities with LWA.M. loyal audiences and have more in-depth
communication with members who are keen on investment. In terms of Member
Communication Corner, we provide selected research reports from two fund managers
of LWA.M., Andy, Henry, and Vicky Li, for free download.

MEDIA ENQUIRIES
Ms. Vicky Li
Tel: +852 3611 5259
Mobile: +852 5238 8014
Email: vicky.li@lwamgt.com
Ms. Bonnie Tse
Tel: +852 3612 2619
Mobile: +852 5238 8024
Email : bonnie.tse@lwamgt.com

INVESTING COURSE REVIEW

At the end of August, LWA.M. has received a lot of positive reviews from the coorganized free investing course with Investalk. It is worth mentioning that we revealed
Vicky’s well elaborate method for finding research reports on the company's social
media platform. This move not only benefited the major netizens to save time and
resources but also added many LWA.M. members with the latest membership program.
In terms of course content, it covers ETF opportunities related to new energy vehicles
and the future direction of the company. In addition, it also reveals the reasons why
fund managers included TSLA in their house stocks in the early stage, analyzing the
ecosystem of electric vehicles from multiple angles. We can review the essential
content on LWA.M and InvesTalk social media platform.

About LW Asset Management Advisors Limited
The core business of LW Asset Management Advisors Limited is asset management, investing in a variety of assets around the globe and is
headquartered in Hong Kong. Since its establishment in 2012, the business has continued to expand. LW Asset Management Advisors Limited
(BAP023) received approval from the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission to provide asset management services (refer to SFC
Public register of licensed persons and registered institution for more license details) in 2013, and offshore fund house was set up as well. In line
with the company's business upgrade, renowned fund manager – Mr. Andy Wong and Mr. Henry Ling joined the company in 2019, committed to
offering diversified investment solutions with different asset classes and market opportunities.
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